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COMPUTING THE EQUATIONS OF A VARIETY

MICHELA BRUNDU AND MIKE STILLMAN

Abstract. Let X C V be a protective variety or subscheme, and let 9 be

an invertible sheaf on X . A set of global sections of 9 determines a map

from a Zariski open subset of X to V . The purpose of this paper is to find,

given X and 9, the homogeneous ideal defining the image in Pr of this

rational map. We present algorithms to compute the ideal of the image. These

algorithms can be implemented using only the computation of Gröbner bases

and syzygies, and they have been implemented in our computer algebra system

Macaulay. Our methods generalize to include the case when X is an arbitrary

projective scheme and 9 is genetically invertible.

Introduction

Let X c P" be a projective variety or subscheme, and let f? be an invert-

ible sheaf on X. A set of global sections of 9~ determines a map from a

Zariski open subset of X to Y . The purpose of this paper is to find, given X

and y, the homogeneous ideal defining the image in Pr of this rational map.

Throughout this paper, we always deal with rational maps from X to projective

space.
The first question is how should one represent an invertible sheaf FonI?

For general X, we can represent 9~ by local data. In fact, choose an affine

open cover {U¡} of X. A sheaf of cfx-modules 9~ is determined by a module

&~(U¡) on Ui and by patching maps on each U¡nUj.

Since X is projective, there is an alternate representation of a sheaf of cfx-
modules / asa graded Ä-module, where R = R(X) is the homogeneous

coordinate ring of X. This representation has a number of advantages. It

requires less bookkeeping, contains more information, and algorithms using this

representation are simpler. We use the module representation in this paper. In

the first section, we recall the relationship between sheaves and graded modules.

The remainder of the paper mostly uses the terminology of modules.

The image of the above rational map is easiest to compute if you know an

open set over which y is free. In this case, sections correspond over this open
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set to elements of R(X), and the image ring R(Y) is the subring of R(X)
generated by these elements.

More generally, suppose that y is an invertible sheaf on X, but that it is

not feasible to compute an open set over which y is free. Recall that the

projective bundle of y is

P(y ) := Proj <9X 0 y 0 S2(Sr) 0 ■ • • ,

where Sb(^) is the bth symmetric power of y (see [Ha, Chapter II, §7]

for definitions and details). If y is invertible, then the natural projection

P(y) —► X is an isomorphism. Moreover, global sections of y give rise to

global sections of cfv^(l). The image of P(y) under the map corresponding

to these sections is the same as the image of X. These global sections are

elements of the bigraded coordinate ring of P(y), and R(Y) is the subring

generated by these elements. In §2, we describe these techniques, and in §3, we
present corresponding algorithms.

The methods we use generalize in several ways. First, although the most

interesting case is when R is an integral domain, the technique we use does

not assume this. In fact, R can be both nonreduced and reducible. To find the

coordinate ring of the image Y of the map above, it suffices to only consider

what happens on a dense Zariski open set of X. In particular, the questions
we ask above all make sense if y is only invertible on a dense open subset

of X. This is the level of generality in which we prove our main results in §2.

Finally, one can generalize to the case when y is either locally free of rank

r, or generically locally free of rank r. In this case one obtains a rational map

from P(y ) to Pr. The image can be found using the same methods.

In order to apply these results, one must be able to produce modules cor-

responding to invertible sheaves. There are two useful methods for finding

invertible sheaves. An ideal J c R which is locally generated by a non-

zero divisor of R defines an effective divisor D = Z(J) on X, and a corre-

sponding invertible sheaf cfx(D). Since the sheaf associated to J is cfx(-D)

(see the next section for the relationship between modules and sheaves), and

cfx(D) = HonVr (cfx(-D), tfx), it follows that the module HomÄ(7, R) rep-
resents cfx(D). In this case, it is possible to find the image of X in Y with

less computation. Perhaps the most important sheaf on any projective scheme

X is the canonical sheaf Kx. If X is smooth (or, more generally, locally

Gorenstein), then Kx is invertible. A module corresponding to this sheaf can

be found by computing Ext modules. We describe both of these methods in

§4.
The algorithms presented here have been implemented in the computer alge-

bra system Macaulay [BS], and will soon be distributed with that system.
We use the following notation. X c P" is a projective variety or sub-

scheme whose homogeneous coordinate ring R(X) = R = S/I, where S =

k[xo, ... , x„], and k is a field, m = (xq, ... , x„) c R is the homogeneous

maximal ideal of R. M is always a finitely generated graded Ä-module, and

M is its sheafification on X or on P" . Throughout the paper, an, ... , ar are

degree zero elements of M. As defined in §2, cp : X —► Pf is the rational map

which these elements determine, Y c Pr is the closure of the image of cf>, and

R(Y) is its homogeneous coordinate ring.

We would like to thank David Eisenbud for many helpful discussions.
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1. PRELIMINARIES

Modules and their sheafification. We recall the relationship between graded

modules and coherent sheaves on projective space. For more details, see [Ha]

or [FAC]. In the latter, Serre describes (implicitly) the relationship between local

cohomology and sheaf cohomology, which is the basis of most computations of

sheaf cohomology. For more details about computing sheaf cohomology, see

[ES].
Let R = S/I he a graded ring, where S = k[x0, ... , xn], and let IcP"

be the corresponding subscheme or subvariety. Given a graded i?-module M,

the sheafification M of M is a sheaf on X whose fiber over any homogeneous

prime ideal P ^ (xo,... , x„) is the homogeneous localization MiP) consisting
of all elements of degree zero in the localization MP .

A sheaf y of cf^-modules on X is coherent if there is a finitely generated
graded it-module M whose sheafification is y.

If y is a coherent sheaf on X, define

r,(y):=0//°(x,^(¿)),
dez

where H°(X, y (</)) is the vector space of global sections of the sheaf &(d.).

r*(y) is a graded i?-module.
The operations of sheafification and taking global sections are inverses to each

other in the following sense. There is a natural (graded) homomorphism

a: M -.r,(A).

This map is an isomorphism in high degrees, i.e. a¿ is an isomorphism for d »

0. Conversely, the natural map ß: T*(y) -> y is an isomorphism. It follows

that two different graded modules M and N have the same sheafification if

and only if M>d = N>d for some d » 0, where M>d := Md 0Md+X 0 • • • is
the truncation of M.

The module of global sections, T» (y ), is not always finitely generated, since

it can be nonzero in all negative degrees. The truncation r,(y)>(/ is finitely
generated for every d.

For many problems, it is necessary to choose a basis for the vector space of

all sections of M. The natural map a0 : M) —> H°(M) is often not surjective.

In order to find a basis of H°(M), it suffices to compute F*(M). All of the

ideas necessary to do this appear in Serre [FAC]. For complete algorithms, see

[ES].
The coherent sheaf M is called locally free of rank r if for every homoge-

neous prime ideal P c R, where P ^ (x0, ... , x„), the homogeneous local-

ization Mip) is isomorphic to (R(p))r ■ If M is locally free of rank one, M is

called an invertible sheaf, or equivalently, a line bundle. We also say that M

is locally free of rank one, or invertible. A graded jR-module M is invertible if

and only if there exist non-zero-divisors hx, ... ,h^ 6 R such that M„ = R„

and X = UJIi X - Z(hj). If M is locally free and if every irreducible com-

ponent of X has dimension at least one, then the module T*(M) is finitely

generated.
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Using Fitting ideals, it is relatively easy to determine if a module corresponds

to a locally free sheaf. Let

G^F ^M^O

be a presentation of M, where F and G are graded free i?-modules, and A

is a rank F x rank G matrix with entries in R. The jth Fitting ideal of M,

denoted Ij(M), is the ideal of R generated by the (rankF - j) x (rankF - j)

minors of A. It is easy to check that this definition is independent of the

presentation of M. With these definitions, M is locally free of rank r if and

only if y/Ir(M) = (1) and Ir-X(M) = 0 (see [Eis] for basic information about

Fitting ideals).

Local cohomology. We use local cohomology to relate M and T*(M). Recall

that given a Noetherian graded ring R, a homogeneous ideal m, and a graded
Ä-module M, the ith local cohomology of M with respect to m is

Hlm(M) := lim ExtiR(R/md, M),

for any i > 0, where the limit is over all d > 0. Since

Ext°R(R/md, M) = HomR(R/md, M) = {x e M \ mdx = 0},

it follows that

H„\(M) = {xeM\ mdx = 0 for some d}.

We shall also use the following alternate notation. If N c M is a submodule

and J c R is an ideal, define

(N :M J00) :={x£M\JdxcN for some d}.

Therefore, H%(M) = (0 :M m°°).
Local cohomology is related to sheaf cohomology by the following.

Proposition 1. Let R = k[x0, ... , xn]/I be a graded ring, and let X c P" be

the corresponding subscheme. If m = (xq, ... , xf) is the irrelevant maximal

ideal and M is a graded R-module, then

( 1 ) there is an exact sequence

0 - H°m(M) ̂M^ T,(M) - Hxm(M) - 0,

(2) there are isomorphisms

Hlm(M)^@H,~x(X,M(a))   for all i > 2.

q6Z

This standard fact follows using local cohomology of sheaves. It also follows

from Cech cohomology (again, this appears in Serre's [FAC] paper): For any

i >0,
H\X, M) S lim Ext^((x0d , ... , xdn), M)0,

where the limit is over all d > 0, and the subscript zero refers to the degree

zero part of this module.

For i = 0, this formula gives a method of computing Tt(M).
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Proposition 2. Let R = S/I be a graded ring all of whose associated prime ideals
have (Krull-)dimension > 2.

(1) For sufficiently large k,

r.(M)=-HomR((4,... ,xk),M).

(2) If depthm R>2, and J is an ideal of R, then

r*(J) = (J:(x0,... ,Xn)°°)-

The k in the first statement can be determined from a finite free resolution

of M as an 5-module, and the second statement can be generalized. See [ES]
for details.

Example 3. If X c P" is a projective scheme and /eS is a nonzero divisor

on R, then if J = (f) c R and L = (HomÄ(/, R))~ , then L = (R(degf)y .
If depth(i?) > 2, then Tt(L) = HomR(J, R) = R(degf). If depth(Ä) = 1,
this is not usually the case. On the other hand, since M = R(degf), we know
that

I\(L) = HomÄ((x0d,... ,xdn), R)(degf)

for sufficiently large d.

The symmetric algebra. The symmetric algebra of a module plays a central role

in our work. Let M he a finitely generated graded Ä-module, where R is a

graded ring. For any positive integer b , we denote the b th symmetric power of
M over R by SbM. The symmetric algebra of M is S* M = ($b>0SbM. This

is finitely generated as an .R-algebra. Choose a set of homogeneous generators

of M having degrees dx, ... , dp respectively. Let

p

G ̂  0 R(-di) -» M -» 0
í=i

be the corresponding (graded) presentation of M, where G is a graded free
.R-module and A is a matrix with entries in R . As usual, we denote by R(—d)

the graded /î-module R having its generator in degree d . This presentation

of M gives rise to the following well-known presentation of S*M.

Proposition 4. With notation as above, S*M = R[yx, ... , yp]/L, where L is

the ideal generated by the entries of the vector (yx, ... , yp)A.

For general information about symmetric algebras, see [HSV].

Notice that S*M is bigraded. The (a,b) bigraded part of S*M is

(S*M)(ab) = Sb(M)a , where the a-degree of SbM is induced from the grading

of the bth tensor product M ® ■ • ■ <g> M. In terms of the above presentation, if

R = k[x0, ... , x„]/I, then degx, = (1,0) and degy, = (d¡, 1 ).

2. The image of a rational map to projective space

Let X c P" be a subscheme and let R = k[x0,... , x„]/I he its homo-
geneous coordinate ring. Let M be a graded Ä-module. If M is invertible,

then a set of elements of Mo defines a rational map to projective space. In

this section, we present an algorithm for finding equations for the image of this

map.
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The method we use also applies to modules which are generically invertible. A

graded module M is called generically invertible if there is a homogeneous non-

zero-divisor h e R of positivedegree such that Mh = Rh. This is equivalent to

the geometric condition that M is invertible on the dense open subset X—Z(h)

of X. In the special case when M = J is an ideal of R, then J is generically

invertible if and only if / contains a non-zero-divisor of R. More generally,

recall that if R is not an integral domain, the torsion submodule TR(N) of an

.R-module N is

TR(N) := {m e N | there is a non-zero-divisor h of R such that hm = 0}.

Lemma 1. Let M be a graded R-module. M is generically invertible if and

only if M/TR(M) is isomorphic to J(e) for an ideal J c R containing a

(homogeneous) non-zero-divisor of degree e > 1.
Furthermore, if M is generically invertible, and h e R is a homogeneous

non-zero-divisor of positive degree such that Mn — Rh> then there exists an ideal

J c R, depending on h, such that M/TR(M) =■ J(deghN), and hN <z J, for
some positive integer N.

Recall that J(e) is the ideal J with the new grading J(e)d = Je+d .

Proof. If M/TR(M) = J and h £ J is a non-zero-divisor, then Mh = Jh = Rh,
so M is generically invertible.

Conversely, assume M is generically invertible and y/„ : M„ -* R„ is an
isomorphism. Choose a set of generators mx, ... , mp for M, such that

iph(mx/hN) = 1 and ^(m,) = g¡/hN for g¡ e R, where N is an integer.

Define \p : M -> R(deghN) by y/(m¡) = g¡ for each i. Let J = (gx,... , gp).
Clearly y/ maps onto J, and the kernel of xp is TR(M) = {m e M \ hem =

0 for some e}.   D

We recall the definition of the rational map to projective space defined by

a set of sections of a (generically) invertible sheaf. Suppose that the graded

.R-module M is generically invertible. Let ao, ... , ar e Mo. These elements

define a morphism <p from an open subset U of X to Pr in the following way.

Let h e R he any non-zero-divisor such that M„ = Rn ■ Let y : M —y J(e)

be the corresponding surjection to an ideal J, where e = deghN for some

positive integer N. Let y¡ := y(a¡) e J. The elements yn> ••• > 7r e / are

homogeneous of degree e. Define a morphism (ph:Uh^ Y by setting

cph(x) = (yo(x)/hN(x),... ,yr(x)/hN(x)),

where U„ := X - (Z(h) U Z(yo, ... , yr)). It is easy to check that these can

be glued together to form a well-defined map <p : U —> Y. This map is well

defined with no assumptions about whether R is reduced or irreducible. The

open set U is not necessarily dense in X ; the y, may all vanish on a specific

component of X . Let Y cY be the closure of the image of cj>.
We use the following simple lemma in the proof of the next theorem.

Lemma 2. If M is an R-module and h e R is a non-zero-divisor of R such

that Mh = Rn, then

TR(S*(M)) = (0 :S.M h°°) := {f e S*M | hNf = 0 for some N » 0}.
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Proof. By hypothesis, it follows that S*Mh s Rh[z]. Let T = TR(S*M). The
localization Tn = 0, since Tn is exactly the .Retorsion submodule of S*Mn ,

which is torsion free. Therefore some power of h annihilates each element of

T.   D

The following theorem and the corresponding algorithms in §3 are the main
observations of this paper.

Theorem 3. Let M be a graded R-module which is generically invertible. Choose

a non-zero-divisor h £ R such that Mn — Rh and let M —► J(e) be the corre-

sponding surjectivegraded map to an ideal J. Let a0, ... ,ar be elements of

M of degree zero, and for each i, let y¡ £ J be the image of a, under this map.

If Y is the image of the morphism cf> defined above, then

(a) R(Y) is isomorphic to the sub-k-algebra of R generated by y0, ... , yr,

(b) R(Y) is isomorphic to the sub-k-algebra of the Rees algebra R[Jt] gen-

erated by yot,... , yrt, and
(c) R(Y) is isomorphic to the sub-k-algebra of S*(M)/TR(S*(M)) gener-

ated by the images of ao, ... , ar.

Proof. First note that cf)„(U„) = Y, since Uh is dense in U. On the open

set Uh, cp is represented by the polynomial map cj>„(x) = (yo(x), ... , yr(x)).

Therefore, if X' is the closure of U in P" , and R' = R(X') is its homogeneous

coordinate ring, then R(Y) is the subring of R' generated by yo, ■■■ , yr ■
Notice that X' is the union of the components of X on which at least

one y¡ does not vanish identically. If (0) = Qx n • • • n Qt is the primary

decomposition of (0) in R, and R' = R/Qx n • • • D Qs for some s < t, then

each y¡ £ Qs+X n • • • n Qt. If F(y0, ... ,yr)€ k[y0, ■■■ ,yr] is homogeneous,

and F(y0, ... , yr) £ Qx n • • -nQs, then since each y, e Qs+X n- • no,, it follows
that F(y0, ... , yr) = 0. Therefore the subrings of R and R' generated by

yo, ■■■ , yr are isomorphic, proving (a).

Statement (b) follows since yo, . • • , yr are all homogeneous of the same

degree. In this case, the subrings k[yo, ... , yr]c R and k[y0t, ... , yrt] c R[t]
are isomorphic. Therefore k[yot, ... , yrt] C R[Jt] c R[t] is isomorphic to

R(Y).
For (c), first notice that if A is an arbitrary k-algebra, xx, ... , xm G A,

and h £ A is a non-zero-divisor, then the subalgebras of A and Ah generated

by Xi, ... , xm £ A are both isomorphic.

Since A is a non-zero-divisor of R[t], R(Y) is isomorphic to the sub-A>

algebra of Rh[t] generated by yot, ... , y A ■ There is an isomorphism S*(M)h

-* S*(Rh) = Rh[t]- Under this isomorphism, a, h-> y¡t for each i. Therefore

R(Y) is isomorphic to the sub-fc-algebra of S*(M)h generated by an, ... , ar.
By Lemma 2,

TR(S*(M)) = (0:s.Mh°°).

Therefore, A is a non-zero-divisor of the ring S*M/T(S*M), and so the subal-

gebras of the two rings S*M/T(S*M) and S*M/T(S*M)h=' S*Mh generated
by the images of an, ... , ar are isomorphic, as desired.   D

If the ideal / can be easily determined, then computing R(Y) via Theorem

3(a) is the method of choice. If J is computationally difficult to find, but the
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torsion of S*M can be identified (as in the line bundle case below), then part

(c) of the theorem should be used.
If M = J is an ideal containing a non-zero-divisor (i.e., / is generically

invertible), then we have the following diagram:

BlZ{j)(X)

X -► Pr

In this diagram BlZ(j)(X) is the blowup of X along the zero scheme of /.

Its bihomogeneous coordinate ring is R[Jt]. The second part of the theorem
states that these two maps to Pr have the same image (up to closure).

If M is invertible, the torsion submodule of the symmetric module is easy

to identify. In this case, the method of Theorem 3(c) works well in practice.

Corollary 4. Let M be an invertible graded R-module, and let R(Y) denote

the homogeneous coordinate ring of the image Y c Y of the rational map

corresponding to the elements ao, ... , ar e A/n- R(Y) is isomorphic to the

sub-k-algebra of S*(M)/Hn\(S*M) generated by the images of ao, ■■■ ,ar.

Proof. By the theorem, it suffices to show that

TR(S*M) = (0:s.M(xo,... ,x„)°°).

By hypothesis, there is an open cover {i/;}{,=1 ... t9y of X, U¡ = X — Z(h¡)

for some non-zero-divisors h¡ £ R, which trivializes M. In other words,

Mh. = Rhi for each /'. By the above lemma, TR(S*M) = (0:(hx,... , hq)°°).
Since the  £/,  cover X, the ideal (hi,... ,hq) is m-primary, where m =

(x0,... ,xn)cR. Therefore TR(S*M) = (0 :S.M (x0, ... , x„)°°).   D

Corollary 4 can also be shown in the following way. The ring R(Y) is the

subring of 0a b H°(Sb(M)(a)) generated by the images of ao, ... , ar under

the image of the natural map a : Mo —► H°(M). Since direct sums commute

with local cohomology, there is an exact sequence

0 - H„\(S*M) -> S*M -» Q)H°(Sb(M)(a)),
a,b

and therefore R(Y) is isomorphic to the suh-k-algebra of S*M/H„\(S*M) gen-

erated by ao,... , ar.

Example 5. Let S = k[a, b, c, d, e, f], and let / be the ideal generated by

the maximal minors of the matrix

fa   b   c\
\d   e   f)-

Let R = S/1, let M = R(-l)2/(adbef),  and let Ex and E2 he the two given

generators of M. R is the homogeneous coordinate ring of P1 x P2 c P5, and

up to a degree shift, M is the canonical module of R .
The element a £ R is a non-zero-divisor such that Ma = Ra, where the

isomorphism is given by the map Ex <-* -d/a, E21-> 1. Since such an isomor-

phism exists for h = a, b, c, d, e , and /, the module M is invertible. M is
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isomorphic to a shift of the ideal J = (a, d). Let

{aEx, bEx, cEx, dEx, eEx, fEx, aE2, bE2, cE2}

be a basis for the degree zero part of M. The image of this basis in J is

{ad, bd, cd, d2, de, df, a2, ab, ac}.

The sub- fc-algebra of R generated by these elements is easily computed using

Gröbner bases. If R(Y) denotes the resulting algebra, then

R(Y)*k[Xx,... ,X9]/L,

where L is the ideal generated by the maximal minors of the matrix

Xx    X2   Xj   X4   X$   X(,\

Xj   X$   Xg   Xx    X2   Xi J '

The symmetric algebra of M is

S*M = R[x, y]/(ax + dy,bx + ey,cx + fy).

By computing the ideal quotient

((ax + dy, bx + ey, ex + fy) : (a, b, c, d, e, f)),

or by inspection, one sees that S*M has no torsion. Using Theorem 3(c), R(Y)

is isomorphic to the sub-fc-algebra of S*M generated by the nine elements

{ax, bx, ex, dx, ex, fx, ay, by, cy} . Using Gröbner bases, one calculates

exactly the same presentation of R(Y) as above.

The rational map cp : X —> P8 corresponding to the nine elements of J given

above is defined everywhere except on Z(J). The closure of the image of <t> is

the same as the image of the morphism from the blowup of Z(J) to P8, by
Theorem 3(b).

3.  ALGORITHMS FOR FINDING THE IMAGE   R(Y)

We now describe two algorithms for finding the image ring R(Y) correspond-

ing to elements a0, ... , ar of degree zero of the graded .R-module M. M

is assumed to be generically invertible. The first method is based on Theorem

2.3(c), and the second method is based on Theorem 2.3(a).

These algorithms can be implemented by using Gröbner bases and syzygies

(see [Buch 65, Buch 85, Ba], or [ES] for information about Gröbner bases).

More specifically, we assume there are subroutines for the following compu-

tations.

(1) Given an affine ring R = k[xo, ■■■ , x„]/I, where k is a field, and a

set of elements ao, ... , ar, find a presentation

k[a0, ... , ar] = k[y0, ... , yr]/J

for the sub-k-algebra of R which they generate.

(2) Given ideals J, L c R, find generators for the ideal (J : L) = {/ 6 R |

fL c /} and the ideal (J : L°°) = {/ e R | fLN c J, for some N >
0}.
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The following notation applies to Algorithms 1 and 3 below. Let

G^F ^M^O

he a (graded) presentation of M, where F = ®^=1 R(-di). Let a0, ... , ar e

Mo be the images of (vq, ... , vr), where each v¡ eF isa column vector. Let

y = (yi,--- ,yP).

Algorithm 1.   (Image of a map via symmetric algebras)
input

a (graded) matrix A over R which presents the graded Ä-module M .

elements Vo, ... ,vr of the row space F of A , whose images in M have degree zero,

assumption

M is invertible.

output

the homogeneous coordinate ring R(Y) of the image of the rational map corresponding

to Vf), ... , vr ■

begin

set / c R[yx, ... , yP] to be the ideal generated by the entries

of the vector y A .

(*) compute T = S*M/TR{SmM) :=R[yx,... , yp]/{J : m°°).

compute R(Y) := the sub-A:-algebra of T generated by the elements yvo , ... , yvr.

end.

If M is generically invertible but not invertible, then the above algorithm

needs to be modified to find the torsion in S*M. Given a non-zero-divisor

h £ R such that M„ = Rh, we replace (J : m°°) in the starred line with

(/:A°°).
In terms of Fitting ideals, M is generically invertible if and only if h(M) =

(0) and Ix (M) contains a non-zero-divisor of R. In this case, any non-zero-

divisor h £ 11 (M) satisfies M„ = R/¡. The following proposition gives an

algorithm for finding such an h and an ideal J c R such that M/TR(M) = J .

Proposition 2. Let M be a generically invertible graded R-module. Choose a

(graded) presentation matrix A : Rb —► Ra —> M —* 0 such that the (a - 1) x

(a - I) principal minor A of A is a non-zero-divisor in R. If J c R is the

ideal generated by the (a - 1) x (a - 1) minors of A involving the first a - 1

columns of A, then there exists an isomorphism M/TR(M) —» 7(deg A).

Proof. Let A, £ J he the minor involving the first a - 1 columns of A, but

omitting the ¿th row for / = 1, ... , a. Therefore J = (Ax, ... , Aa_i, A)

and A = Aa . Let ex, ... , ea £ M be the images of the unit vectors of Ra in

M. By column operations on A (i.e., Cramer's rule), there are equalities

Ae¡ = A¡ea

for each i = I, ... , a - 1. Furthermore, since every axa minor of A is zero

and A is a non-zero-divisor, no nonzero element of R annihilates ea .

Localization by A determines an isomorphism y/A : MA -» RA defined by

e,: h-» A//A for i = I, ... , a - 1, and ea i-> 1. This map is well defined, since if

Eti M = 0 in M for ßt£R, then ¿X, #A*, = 0, and so (£ß,Ai)ea = 0.
Therefore ¿3AA1 = 0, i.e., the image under xp^ of J2%x ßie, is zero. Once

the map is defined, it is easily seen to be an isomorphism.

Given this isomorphism, the proof of Lemma 2.1 produces the desired iso-

morphism M/TR(M) -» J(degA).   O
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This proposition, and Theorem 2.3(a) immediately give the following algo-
rithm.

Algorithm 3.   (Image of a map via ideals)

input

a (graded) matrix A over R which presents the graded Ä-module M .

elements v0, ... , vr of the row space F of A , whose images in M have degree zero,

assumption

M is generically invertible.

output

the homogeneous coordinate ring R{ Y) of the image of the rational map

corresponding to vq, ... ,vr.

begin

Choose a new presentation matrix B for A by using row and column operations,

so that the principal (a - 1) x (a - 1) minor A of B is a non-zero-divisor of R .

compute Aj¡6 R , for i = Í, ... , a , the (a - 1 ) x (a — 1 ) minor of the submatrix

of B consisting of the first a - 1 columns of B , and omitting the /th row of B .

let A:=(Ai,... , A«).

compute R(Y) := the sub-A>algebra of R generated by the elements AvQ, ■ ■ ■ , Aiv .

end.

To determine whether A is a non-zero-divisor of R, it suffices to compute

(0 : A) ; this ideal quotient is zero if and only if A is a non-zero-divisor.

4. Constructing line bundles on a scheme

Let X cY he the projective scheme corresponding to the graded ring R =

S/I, where I c S = k[xo, ... , x„] is a homogeneous ideal.
One must be able to find line bundles on IcP" in order to use the algo-

rithms in the previous section. In this section we discuss two useful methods:

effective divisors and canonical modules.

Effective divisors. By definition, an effective divisor on X is a subscheme,
Z(J), of X which is locally generated by a non-zero-divisor in R, i.e., the

homogeneous ideal J is invertible. In this case M = HomR(J, R) is also

invertible. The sheafification of M is the line bundle cfx(D) on X, where D

is the effective divisor Z(J).
More generally, if J c R is generically invertible and M = Hom(/, R),

then M is also generically invertible. In this case, M is isomorphic to the

ideal of the residual intersection of Z(J) in Z(f), where / £ J is any non-

zero-divisor.

Proposition 1. If R is any ring (commutative with identity), and f £ J is a

non-zero-divisor of R, then

UomR(J, R) ^ (f) : J.

Proof. There is a natural map 6 : HomR(J, R) ->(/): J, defined by 6(a) =
a(f). This is well defined since a(f)g = fa(g) £ (f). Injectivity follows easily

since / is a non-zero-divisor. For surjectivity, let ß £ (f) : J . For each g £ J ,

there exists a unique y £ R such that ßg = fy. Uniqueness follows since /

is a non-zero-divisor. Define a(g) := y. Clearly a is a homomorphism, and

6(a) = a(f) = ß , as desired.   □
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The canonical bundle. If X c P" is a smooth projective variety or more

generally locally Gorenstein, and Kx is the canonical line bundle on X, then

we are able to find the module KR associated to Kx , by using the following

well-known consequence of Serre duality.

Proposition 2. If I c S = k[xo, ... , x„] is the homogeneous ideal of a smooth

projective variety X of codimension c, and Kx is the canonical line bundle of

X, then
@H°(X, K(d)) = Extc (S 11, S(-n - 1))

del

is an isomorphism of graded S-modules.

This follows more generally whenever X is locally Cohen-Macaulay, equidi-

mensional of codimension c : in this case, if Kx is the dualizing sheaf of X,

then Serre duality gives

(@H"-c(X,cfx(d))\   ^@H\X,Kx(d)),

\d€Z / d€Z

where the dual on the left is the k-dual of the graded module (see, for example,

[Ha]). But (see [FAC])

i@Hn-c(X, 6?x(d)) )  = Extc (S/I, S(-n - 1)),

\d€Z I

giving the desired statement.

The module Extc(S/I, S) can be computed using Gröbner bases and syzy-

gies.

5. Some examples

Let C c P3 be a smooth curve of genus g and degree d. In this case,

the canonical bundle is the sheafification of Ext2(S/I, S(-4)), where S =

k[w, x, y, z], and / c 5 is the homogeneous ideal of C. Set R = S/I

to be the homogeneous coordinate ring of C.
If C is embedded as a projectively normal curve (i.e., S/I is a normal do-

main), then the theorem of Hubert and Burch implies that there is an
(n + l)xn matrix A with homogeneous polynomial entries such that the ideal

/ is defined by the maximal minors of this matrix, and the finite free resolution

of S/I is
7! 7t+l

0 -> Q)S(-d,) 4 Q)S(-ej) -^S^S/I^O.
i=l j=l

Consequently, the canonical sheaf is the sheafification of the R-module

7!

Ext2(S//, S(-4)) = 0R(i/, - 4)/image A".
7=1

Example 1. Let C be a curve of genus 5 which is not trigonal, i.e., does not

admit a 3-to-l finite map to P1 (for definitions, see Hartshorne [Ha] or Fulton

[Fu]). Using basic properties of curves, it is easy to see that C can be embedded
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as a projectively normal curve C of degree 7 in P . The ideal / of C is

generated by the 2x2 minors of a matrix

Atr _   f Ll      L2      L3\

where each L, e 5 isa linear form and Q¡ e 5 isa quadratic form. The

canonical module is
M = R®R(l)/imageAtr,

where R = S/I. If the two unit vectors generating M are denoted by ex and

e2, where dege( = 0 and dege"2 = -1 > then

ex, we2, xe2, ye2, ze2

form a basis for the global sections of the canonical bundle.

The symmetric module S*M of M is

S*M = k[w,x,y, z][ex, e2]/J,

where

/ = / + (Lxex + Qxe2, L2ex + Q2e2, L^ex + Q3e2).

In this case, it is easy to see that Hn\(S*M) = 0.

Therefore, the canonical curve, Ck , which is the image of the map C -» P4 ,

defined by

p r-* (v, w , x, y, z) = (ex, we2, xe2, ye2, ze2)(p),

is defined by the ideal

L = (Lxv + ßi, L2v + 02, L3v + g3).

For example, one checks that, in S*M,

Lx(we2, xe2, ye2, ze2)ex + Qx(we2, xe2, ye2, ze2) = Lxexe2 + Qxe\ = 0.

Notice also that for each i = 1, 2, 3, the canonical module M is isomorphic
to the ideal J = (L¡, Q¡) c R .

Example 2. Let C c P3 be a general curve of degree d = 10 and genus g = 11 .

It turns out that such a curve must be embedded as a projectively normal curve,

whose ideal / is defined by the 4x4 minors of a 5x4 matrix A = (L¡j) of

linear forms in 5 = k[xo, xx, x2, x3]. The canonical module of C is

R(l)4/hnage/i'r,

where R = S/I. Denote the corresponding generators of this module by

eo, ■■■ , e-i. The sections of the canonical bundle are generated by the 16 sec-
tions zíj := x¡ej for 0 < I, j < 3. These are not linearly independent; they

have five relations:
3

YLueJ = °

for each i = 1, ... , 5 . In any case, the ideal of the canonical embedding in

P10 contains the 2-by-2 minors of the 4-by-4 matrix of linear forms (z,y) on

P10. In fact, if C is not embedded by the half-canonical series, then these 36
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minors generate the entire ideal. Therefore such canonical curves are generic

sections of the determinantal variety of all 4-by-4 matrices of rank one.

Example 3. The theory of this paper also works if M is locally free of rank

p > 1. For example, if R = k[s, t] and M = R(ax) 0 • • • © R(ap), then the
symmetric algebra is

S*M = k[s,t][yx,... ,yp],

where degv, = (-a¡, 1) for each i. The sections of Mq are

i"'yi, sa>-xtyx,... , ta*yx,... , sa>yp, sa"-{typ ,... , ta"yp.

The image of V(cf(ax) 0 • • • ®cf(ap)) under this polynomial map is exactly the

rational normal scroll S(ax,... , ap).

More generally, if M is locally free of rank p on a scheme X, ao, ... ,

ar are elements of Mo, and Y is the image of ¥(M) under the corresponding

sections of ¿f_,~,, then R(Y) is isomorphic to the suh-k-algebra generated by

the images of a0, ... , ar in S*(M)/H„\(S*M).
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